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Before the home stretch of the 2014 
political season, a new polyethylene 
manufacturing facility was announced to 
be constructed in North Dakota next year 
with completion in 2017. The announce-
ment came from Badlands NGL, and the 
facility is estimated to cost over $4 billion 

dollars which will be the largest private 
sector investment made in state history. 
That announcement clearly indicates a 
trend in natural gas and infrastructure 
that will change the future of North Da-
kota for generations.

First is the economic investment. It 
is a remarkable time in North Dakota 
when CHS makes a then-record $3 bil-
lion dollar fertilizer facility announce-
ment only to be upstaged a week later by 
Badlands NGL. Badlands’ $4.2 billion an-
nouncement became largest private sec-
tor investment made 
in state history. Off-
the-record, energy 
offi cials and experts 
are indicating there 
are more billion dol-
lar announcements 
coming to the Bakken 
in the future. 

Let’s not forget 
about Hess, ONEOK 
and North Dakota 
LNG’s announce-
ments either. Overall 
we are talking about 
$10-15 billion dol-
lars in natural gas 
infrastructure being 
invested into North 
Dakota. This is a trend in the Williston 
Basin that Badlands NGL’s, LLC Chair-
man and CEO William Jeffrey Gilliam 
understands. 

“North Dakota elected offi cials and 
agencies have provided Badlands with by 
far the most business-friendly and pro-
development environment in the United 
States,” Gilliam said. “We have been for-
tunate to attract many of North Dakota’s 
leading business and community leaders 
as Badlands investors.”

Second is fl aring. The value-added 
manufacturing facility will use the Wil-
liston Basin’s surplus of NGL sourced 
ethane gas coming out as a byproduct 
of oil production. According to Gilliam, 
the NGL facility will signifi cantly reduce 

the amount of natural gas fl ared into the 
atmosphere addressing some of the envi-
ronmental and market concerns. 

“The state and the nation have a huge 
over surplus of ethane, and what we are 
looking at doing is building a 1.5 mil-
lion metric ton ethane gas to polyethyl-
ene plant here in North Dakota,” Gilliam 
said. “We are looking at that and getting 
it done hopefully by the end of 2017. We 
believe right now we are running out 
of places to sell ethane gas, what this is 
going to do is not only give us places to 
sell it so that drilling can continue at the 
same pace it is going, but also in fact pro-
vide better markets and better prices for 
ethane gas to producers here in the Wil-
liston Basin.”

When asked whether the infrastruc-
ture in North Dakota is set up to handle 
this type of expansion and growth, Gil-
liam believes the challenges western 
North Dakota brings will be no issue at 
all in construction and execution of the 
project.

“The infrastructure in terms of build-
ing this facility we are going to have chal-
lenges,” Gilliam said. “I don’t think there 
is any question about that, but the good 
news is the engineering company we are 
working with Tecnicas Reunidas from 

Madrid, Spain, and 
also with Vinmar 
projects the folks who 
are going to be buying 
the polyethanol from 
us, they’re used to 
developing projects 
like this in more dif-
fi cult and challenging 
environments that 
the United States and 
North Dakota. Tec-
nicas Reunidas has 
built major facilities 
in Siberia, they have 
$2.5 billion dollars 
of backlog in western 
Canada right now. 
Vinmar is starting up 

a polyethylene in Egypt this year. In some 
ways this is going to kind of almost seem 
like a walk in the park for them.”

Third is the price and future of natural 
gas. North Dakota has been experiencing 
low natural gas prices for the past several 
years Given the investment into natural 
gas, locally, nationally and globally, will 
these trends indicate a rise in the resource 
or even perhaps traded globally? 

“Looking at the price of natural gas 
is a little bit outside our sphere, but we 
look at it just because it affects us,” Gil-
liam said. “The most recent information 
we’ve gotten from a study that we have 
going on with RBM Energy in Houston 
right now is, if you look at the NYMEX 
curves they’ve been projecting prices get-

ting back up but they’ve been wrong ev-
ery year for six years. I think if we look at 
right now the logical amount of gas that’s 
going to be produced in the United States 
I would say the long term, fi ve to six year 
forecast is either neutral to negative not 
positive. I don’t think it is going to go up 
in price.”

Then there is the regional and local 
impact with products and servicing of 
the facility. The ripple effect if you will. A 
quick overview of the Badlands facility’s 
projections indicates it will convert the 
ethane to polyethylene, which is used to 
make a wide variety of end use consumer 
and industrial products. The facility will 
be able to produce 3.3 billion pounds an-
nually and employ 500 in manufactur-
ing, marketing, administrative, safety, 
fi nancial and executive positions. Gilliam 
explains further who would be a poten-
tial customer of theirs too. 

“For our polyethylene, someone who 
is compounding polyethylene resin into 
pipe that would go into the ground here,” 
Gilliam said. “Someone who is mak-
ing specialty fi lm for food packaging or 
medical packaging. ... I will give you an 
example of how we think we are going to 
be a bit different than a major plant that 
Exxon builds or that Dow builds. Maybe 
we are building the same technology as 
they are but we are very, very actively 
looking to go to customers and ask cus-
tomers to give us a tighter specifi cation, 
give us a higher purity thing you’d like to 
see, and we think we can adapt ourselves 
to be a bit more customer sensitive be-

cause we only have one plant and Dow 
and Exxon have lots of plants. They’re 
moving a bit more product than us. So 
I would say that if you look at the IHS 
Study for the state, folks that are closer 
to here than the Gulf Coast customers, 
in the Industrial Midwest, we think that 
customers like that who want to work 
folks like us that are willing to do new 
applications for them and everything. 
That’s our perfect customer.”

When asked about next year and 
whether the charge in distribution of en-
ergy will be through rail or pipelines, Gil-
liam thought it would be the year of the 
pipe, with a little additional perspective.

“I think it will be more of the pipe than 
the rail (in 2015). I think with the crude 
oil pipelines that are either announced 
or look like they may be announced I 
think that is a necessary infrastructure 
thing,” Gilliam said. “But I would point 
out something else, folks certainly are ex-
pressing concern about domestic crude 
prices right now, people say why is this 
happening? You know there is an inter-
esting thing. Look at the amount of crude 
that we are producing in the United States 
today versus 10 years ago. But we have ex-
actly the same number of refi neries, and 
we have a law against exporting crude. If 
we don’t’ have some solutions for more 
refi neries and the ability to export, no 
matter how well we do with production, 
technology, this that and the other thing, 
I fear that we could start seeing a real ceil-
ing on crude prices in this country. And 
it’s a very artifi cial ceiling.”
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“North Dakota elected 
offi cials and agencies 
have provided Badlands 
with by far the most 
business-friendly and 
pro-development 
environment in the 
United States.”

– Badlands NGL CEO William Gilliam

N.D.’s fl aring is getting Badlands to the bone
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Offi cial photo taken by the capitol photographer at the press conference announcing the 
project on October 13.


